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To whom it may concern,
 
It seems conveniently difficult to voice ones opinion on matters, so please, my apologies if this is the wrong contact, and please pass along to the right one.  Please consider this as my response
to the EB 2022-0200 proposal to rate hikes from Enbridge. Please donsider the following proof and explanation as to why I OPPOSE THIS HIKE and why I feel you should now allow it.
 
As a share holder of Enbridge, NO on the hike, how greedy do you have to be, people are already struggling. Enbridge is making billions in PROFIT!!! (see picture of summary of NET PROFITS!!!!
 for last 12 years below)… year over year; BILLIONS IN PROFIT. 108% increase in 2022 and 2019. Even during all the lock downs, they still turned a 2.22 BILLION dollar NET PROFIT.
 
 

 
As an Enbridge customer, %*$* right off!, NO NO NO. Stop being so greedy, gas is a necessity in cold climates…. How many people have to freeze to death, before you are satisfied with the
amount of profit you have make? You are disgusting people, especially given the current financial situation that Canada, Canadians and the world is in.
 
Please consider below that The average compensation package of Enbridge executives is north of 2 MILLION $$ total compensation – annual salaries averaging ¼ MILLION!!! You will also notice
that it is well above the average for CEO pay compensation packages. Bottom Line.. want to make more profit, maybe reduce your pay packages and bonuses… instead of freezing Canadians
out of house and home8
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PLEASE reconsider allowing the rate hike, in fact, they should be frozen for the foreseeable future! People should not struggle while CEO make well above the average, and while they are raking
in record profits.
Thanks for your time and consideration… please say no! I would gladly speak to this as well in person, this is disgusting what they are doing.
 
Sincerely,
 
Adam Ferrier


